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Oxford resources for Cambridge
What we offer
Below is a full map of our publishing for Cambridge Assessment International Education syllabuses, so you can see 
all the subjects and levels we support and find the materials you need. 

 Cambridge 
Primary

Cambridge Lower 
Secondary

Cambridge IGCSE®  
& O Level

Cambridge 
International AS  
& A Level 

Science Oxford 
International 
Primary 
Science NEW

Complete Science NEW  
Essential Science

Complete Science NEW 
Essential Science NEW

Complete Science

Mathematics Oxford 
International 
Primary  
Maths NEW

Complete  
Mathematics NEW  
Essential Mathematics

Complete Mathematics 
(Core & Extended)* 
Pemberton Mathematics*

Complete 
Mathematics

English Oxford  
English for 
Cambridge 
Primary

Complete English NEW  
Complete English  
as a Second Language

Complete First  
Language English* 
Complete English as a 
Second Language* 

Complete Literature in English

Complete English 
Language

Global 
Perspectives

Complete Global 
Perspectives NEW

Complete Global 
Perspectives

Global Perspectives 
& Research

Economics Complete Economics 
Essential Economics

Economics

Business 
Studies

Complete Business Studies 
Essential Business Studies

Business 

Accounting Complete Accounting 
Essential Accounting

Accounting

Enterprise Complete Enterprise*

Geography Complete Geography 
Environmental 
Management

Geography

History Complete 20th Century 
History

Foreign 
Languages

Tricolore 4 5e French 
Gu Wu Mandarin Chinese

Computing/ 
ICT

Oxford 
International 
Primary 
Computing

Oxford International 
Lower Secondary 
Computing

Complete ICT* 
Complete Computer 
Science

Psychology Psychology

* These titles are for IGCSE only
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What’s new
Lower Secondary Science, Mathematics and English

Our revised Complete resources for the latest Lower Secondary 
curricula retain the strengths of our established Complete 
series, but with a more explicit focus on building the vital 
skills that students need to progress to IGCSE. We have also 
introduced a new digital offer for this range that enhances 
learning with interactive activities and material. 

Pages 5–7

Lower Secondary Global Perspectives

Our resources provide structure to Lower Secondary Global 
Perspectives. They support teachers in developing their 
approach to this innovative subject and in ensuring students 
develop the transferable skills required to succeed.

Page 9

IGCSE® & O Level Science

We offer two routes that are completely matched to the latest 
Cambridge syllabuses and fully equip students for their exams, 
so you can choose based on your class need and teaching 
preference. The Complete series is a tried and trusted rigorous 
route through the syllabus. The Essential series provides a 
clear, step-by-step approach to the syllabus, ideal for  
EAL learners.

Pages 10–12



Terry is a 
Cambridge 
Principal Examiner, 
teacher trainer and 
author of several Cambridge  
IGCSE & O Level and AS & A  
Level Commerce textbooks.  
Most recently he has written 
Oxford Exam Success Guides, 
covering IGCSE Enterprise, IGCSE 
& O Level Economics and AS & A 
Level Economics.

Stefan is a 
Cambridge 
Principal Examiner, 
teacher trainer, teacher 
and author of Exam Success in 
Business at both IGCSE and A 
Level. As a teacher he believes  
it is his responsibility to support 
students up to and through their 
exams, as summative 
examinations are often crucial  
in determining a young  
person’s future.

Philippa has 
extensive 
experience in 
teaching Chemistry around the 
world and has authored multiple 
Oxford titles including for 
Cambridge Lower Secondary and 
Cambridge AS & A Level. She 
knows that students often find 
Chemistry challenging, and wants 
to help them reach their potential 
in their exams.

James has  
taught secondary 
Mathematics for  
over 25 years and was a  
Principal Research Fellow at 
Durham University. Part of the 
author team for Complete 
Mathematics for Cambridge  
AS & A Level, he believes a  
practice-focused approach, 
grounded in real-life application,  
is vital to supporting students’ 
success.

Terry Cook

Stefan Wytwyckyj Philippa Gardom 
Hulme

James Nicholson

Jane is an 
examiner, teacher 
trainer and author  
of Complete  
First Language English  
for Cambridge IGCSE and 
Cambridge Lower Secondary 
Complete English 9. She feels that 
being able to communicate clearly 
and concisely in writing is 
fundamental to success at all 
levels of students’ education.

Jane Arredondo

Richard is the 
Chief Examiner of 
multiple AS & A 
Level syllabuses, an 
experienced international teacher 
and teacher trainer, and author of 
several Cambridge Lower 
Secondary, IGCSE and AS & A 
Level Science textbooks, including 
Exam Success in AS & A Level 
Biology. Throughout his career  
he has committed to giving his 
students as much experience  
of practical Biology as possible.

Richard Fosbery

Meet some of Oxford’s 
expert Cambridge 
author team
At Oxford we work closely with an expert team of examiners, teachers and trainers  
who have extensive experience of working all around the world.

With in-depth insight into the Cambridge syllabuses and examinations, plus a practical 
understanding of the challenges learners face, Oxford’s authors have excellent knowledge 
about what students need to confidently aspire, succeed and progress.

4 Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/cambridge

Prices and publication dates are correct at time of publication and are subject to change.  
For the most up-to-date information, visit www.oxfordsecondary.com/cambridge

Tax may be added to your purchase. The amount will depend on where you are in the world.  
To find out more, visit: www.oxfordsecondary.com/tax
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Complete Science

Stretch your students and prepare  
them for the step up to Science IGCSE®

Build a solid foundation in Lower Secondary Science with this  
rigorous separate science approach from experienced authors. 

• Materials and activities signpost the path to Science  
IGCSE and help to ensure students make good progress

• Enhance learning with the Kerboodle Book, an electronic version  
of the Student Book with extra interactive content

• Help students reach their full potential with Workbooks for independent  
practice and the Teacher Handbooks, which offer a fully-integrated  
formative and summative assessment model
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Kerboodle Books are electronic versions of the Student Books, for use in 
the classroom and at home. They feature extra content and activities to 
enhance students’ learning. 

Student and Kerboodle Books  
(Second Edition)

Workbooks Print & Kerboodle  
Teacher Handbooks

Print 
978 138 201834 0 
£22.99

Kerboodle 
978 138 201837 1 
£22.99

Print & Kerboodle Pack 
978 138 201833 3 
£30.99

978 138 201846 3
£9.99

978 138 201841 8
£82.99

Print 
978 138 201848 7 
£22.99

Kerboodle 
978 138 201851 7 
£22.99

Print & Kerboodle Pack 
978 138 201847 0 
£30.99

978 138 201860 9
£9.99

978 138 201855 5
£82.99

Print 
978 138 201901 9 
£22.99

Kerboodle 
978 138 201904 0 
£22.99

Print & Kerboodle Pack 
978 138 201900 2 
£30.99

978 138 201913 2 
£9.99

978 138 201908 8
£82.99
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Complete Mathematics

Develop the vital skills your students need to 
progress smoothly to Mathematics IGCSE®

Ensure students fully cover and excel in the Cambridge Lower Secondary 
Mathematics curriculum, with this stretching approach from the expert author  
of our previous, best-selling edition. 

• Make sure your students progress smoothly towards Mathematics IGCSE  
with materials and activities designed to prepare them for the step up

• Improve learning with the Kerboodle Book, an electronic version  
of the Student Book with extra interactive content

• Help students reach their full potential with Homework Books  
for independent practice, and get full support for teaching the  
curriculum from the Teacher Handbooks, including digital content

6 Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/cambridge-lowersecondary-maths

Kerboodle Books are 
electronic versions of the 
Student Books, for use in  
the classroom and at home. 
They feature extra content  
and activities to enhance 
students’ learning. 

Interactive practice and 
dedicated Cambridge  
Lower Secondary support  
on MyiMaths. 

From £625 per annum+VAT

Find out more:  
www.myimaths.com
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Student and Kerboodle Books 
(Second Edition)

Homework Books
(Pack of 15)

Print & Kerboodle
Teacher Handbooks

Print 
978 138 201862 3 
£23.99

Kerboodle 
978 138 201865 4 
£23.99

Print & Kerboodle Pack 
978 138 201861 6 
£31.99

978 138 201872 2
£112.99

978 138 201869 2
£82.99

Print 
978 138 201875 3 
£23.99

Kerboodle 
978 138 201878 4 
£23.99

Print & Kerboodle Pack 
978 138 201874 6 
£31.99

978 138 201885 2
£112.99

978 138 201882 1
£82.99

Print 
978 138 201888 3 
£23.99

Kerboodle 
978 138 201891 3 
£23.99

Print & Kerboodle Pack 
978 138 201887 6 
£31.99

978 138 201898 2
£112.99

978 138 201895 1
£82.99



Complete English

Fully prepare your students for the 
transition to English IGCSE®

Embed an excellent understanding of the Cambridge Lower Secondary English 
curriculum and help students reach their full potential with this new edition  
from internationally experienced authors, all experts in teaching, learning  
and assessment. 

• Help prepare your students for IGCSE with materials and activities  
designed to support the development of required skills

• Strengthen learning with the Kerboodle Book, an electronic version of  
the Student Book with extra interactive content

• Ensure students achieve their best with Workbooks for independent practice 
and full teaching support from the Teacher Handbooks, which include  
digital content

Kerboodle Books are electronic versions of the Student Books, for use in 
the classroom and at home. They feature extra content and activities to 
enhance students’ learning. 
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Student and Kerboodle Books 
(Second Edition)

Workbooks Print & Kerboodle
Teacher Handbooks

Print 
978 138 201915 6 
£19.99

Kerboodle 
978 138 201918 7 
£19.99

Print & Kerboodle Pack 
978 138 201914 9 
£25.99

978 138 201925 5
£9.99

978 138 201922 4
£82.99

Print 
978 138 201927 9 
£19.99

Kerboodle 
978 138 201930 9 
£19.99

Print & Kerboodle Pack 
978 138 201926 2 
£25.99

978 138 201937 8
£9.99

978 138 201934 7
£82.99

Print 
978 138 201939 2 
£19.99

Kerboodle 
978 138 201942 2 
£19.99

Print & Kerboodle Pack 
978 138 201938 5 
£25.99

978 138 201949 1
£9.99

978 138 201946 0
£82.99



Complete English  
as a Second Language 
Develop English language skills  
for all ability levels

• Equip and engage learners with integrated activities  
and relevant, up-to-date texts

• Benefit from unit-by-unit teacher notes, answer keys and audio  
transcripts in the Teacher Pack

Essential Science
Enhance EAL students’ scientific knowledge

• Tailor your teaching to ability level with an integrated approach  
for ages 11–13 and a separate science approach for ages 13–14

• Help EAL students succeed with clear, straightforward language  

Essential Mathematics
Develop EAL students’ mathematical skills

• Support every student with a clear, international approach

• Reinforce knowledge with engaging exercises and cement understanding 
with theory notes and worked examples

Complete English as a Second Language (First Edition)

Stage 7 (age 11–12)

Student Book 978 019 837812 9 .........£20.99

Workbook 978 019 837815 0 ...........£8.99

Teacher Pack 978 019 837818 1 .........£64.99

Stage 8 (age 12–13)

Student Book 978 019 837813 6 .........£20.99

Workbook 978 019 837816 7 ...........£8.99

Teacher Pack  978 019 837819 8 .........£64.99

Stage 9 (age 13–14)

Student Book 978 019 837814 3 .........£20.99

Workbook 978 019 837817 4 ...........£8.99

Teacher Pack 978 019 837820 4 .........£64.99

Stages 7–9

Writing and Grammar  
Practice Book 978 019 837821 1 .........£13.99

Essential Science (First Edition)

Stage 7 (age 11–12)

Student Book  978 019 839980 3 .........£23.99

Workbook 978 1 4085 2065 9 ........£11.99

Stage 8 (age 12–13)

Student Book  978 019 839983 4 .........£23.99

Workbook 978 1 4085 2068 0 ........£11.99

Stage 9 (age 13–14) 

Biology Student Book 978 019 839986 5 .........£12.99

Biology Workbook 978 1 4085 2071 0 ..........£5.99

Chemistry Student Book 978 019 839989 6 .........£12.99

Chemistry Workbook 978 1 4085 2074 1 ..........£5.99

Physics Student Book 978 019 839992 6 .........£12.99

Physics Workbook 978 1 4085 2077 2 ..........£5.99

Essential Mathematics (First Edition)

Stage 7 (age 11–12)

Student Book  978 1 4085 1983 7 ........£24.99

Workbook 978 1 4085 1984 4 ..........£9.99

Teacher CD-ROM 978 1 4085 1982 0 ..... £109.99

Stage 8 (age 12–13)

Student Book  978 1 4085 1986 8 ........£24.99

Workbook 978 1 4085 1987 5 ..........£9.99

Teacher CD-ROM 978 1 4085 1985 1 ..... £109.99

Stage 9 (age 13–14)

Student Book  978 1 4085 1989 9 ........£24.99

Workbook 978 1 4085 1990 5 ..........£9.99

Teacher CD-ROM 978 1 4085 1988 2 ..... £109.99
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Computing for  
Lower Secondary
Expand students’ curiosity with  
computing skills for the digital world
Equip students for the step up to IGCSE ICT or Computer Science with a practical, 
project-based approach suitable for the Cambridge ICT Starters syllabus.

• Build students’ knowledge and competency as the course advances  
with structured progression and key concepts revisited at each level

• Prepare students for the demands of the rapidly evolving digital  
landscape with a focus on computational thinking, programming  
skills and digital literacy

Complete Global Perspectives
Support students in developing the  
outlook of global citizens
Complete coverage of the three-year syllabus that provides a clearly-defined 
route through the course, from experienced teacher Karem Roitman.

• Develop key transferable skills with engaging exercises, and stretch 
students with extension activities

• Benefit from an international focus and approach informed  
by Global Perspectives experts

• Save time lesson planning and get ideas for enabling students  
to share knowledge collaboratively with the Teacher’s Guide

9Evaluate in print or online: www.oxfordsecondary.com/evaluate-cambridge
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Oxford International Lower Secondary Computing

Student Book 7 978 019 849785 1 .........................................................................................£20.99

Student Book 8 978 019 849786 8 .........................................................................................£20.99

Student Book 9 978 019 849787 5 .........................................................................................£20.99

Teacher’s Guide 7–9 978 138 200747 4 .........................................................................................£39.99

Recommended resource

Complete Global Perspectives Stage 7–9 (age 11–14)

Student Book  978 138 200874 7 .........................................................................................£20.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 200876 1 .........................................................................................£81.99 



Cambridge IGCSE® & O Level 
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Complete Science

A rigorous and engaging approach  
for the best exam results 
Blended support, fully matched to the latest Cambridge IGCSE®  
& O Level Science syllabuses.

• Help students to progress with varied and flexible  
assessment-focused support

• Equip learners for further study with enriching content

• Improve performance with interactive tests, practice  
papers and worksheets in the Enhanced Online Student Books

Student Books 
(Fourth Edition)

Workbooks

Print 
978 138 200576 0  
£24.99

Enhanced Online 
978 138 200580 7 
£24.99

Print & Online Pack 
978 138 200575 3 
£30.99

978 138 200583 8
£9.99

Exam Success Guide
978 138 200629 3
£16.99

Practical Workbook
978 138 200633 0
£7.99

Print 
978 138 200585 2 
£24.99

Enhanced Online 
978 138 200589 0 
£24.99

Print & Online Pack 
978 138 200584 5 
£30.99

978 138 200592 0
£9.99

Exam Success Guide 
978 138 200634 7
£16.99

Practical Workbook
978 138 200638 5
£7.99

Print 
978 138 200594 4 
£24.99

Enhanced Online 
978 138 200598 2 
£24.99

Print & Online Pack 
978 138 200593 7 
£30.99

978 138 200601 9
£9.99

Exam Success Guide 
978 138 200640 8
£16.99

Practical Workbook
978 138 200643 9 
£7.99
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Raise your students’ grades with Exam Success Guides, providing targeted revision activities and 
worked examples. Help grow your students’ confidence with Practical Workbooks, which include 
complete method, equipment, and safety for all required practicals or alternative to practicals.
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Cambridge IGCSE & O Level Complete Biology Student Book (Fourth Edition)

Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/igcse-complete-science 11

An Oxford impact study* was undertaken to 
discover to what extent Oxford’s Complete 
Science for IGCSE Third Edition publications 
contributed to students achieving improved 
attainment in externally accredited 
examinations.

The majority of teachers who took part felt 
that the books had a positive impact on 
helping students to achieve the highest grades 
possible in their IGCSE exams because they:

• Matched the IGCSE Biology, Chemistry and  
Physics syllabuses

• Provided effective support for the different 
types of IGCSE exam questions

• Developed students’ scientific knowledge to  
help them achieve higher grades

* An impact study is research that investigates a particular 
change or outcome that a product or service has  
on the group of people it is intended to help or benefit. 
The impact study was undertaken on Complete Science for 
IGCSE Third Edition

Effectively prepare 
students for IGCSE 
exam success

Enriching content equips learners for further study
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Essential Science

Support EAL students to reach their  
full potential 
A clear, step-by-step approach, ideal for EAL learners, that is fully  
matched to the latest Cambridge IGCSE® & O Level Science syllabuses.

• Embedded language support helps every student achieve their best

• Benefit from depth of subject matter and clarity of material from  
examiner authors

• Improve performance with interactive tests, practice papers  
and worksheets in the Enhanced Online Student Books

12 Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/igcse-essential-science

Student Books 
(Third Edition)

Workbooks

Print 
978 138 200603 3 
£22.99

Enhanced Online 
978 138 200607 1 
£22.99

Print & Online Pack 
978 138 200602 6 
£29.99

978 138 200610 1
£9.99

Exam Success Guide
978 138 200629 3
£16.99

Practical Workbook
978 138 200633 0
£7.99

Print 
978 138 200612 5 
£22.99

Enhanced Online 
978 138 200616 3 
£22.99

Print & Online Pack 
978 138 200611 8 
£29.99

978 138 200619 4
£9.99

Exam Success Guide 
978 138 200634 7
£16.99

Practical Workbook
978 138 200638 5
£7.99

Print 
978 138 200621 7 
£22.99

Enhanced Online 
978 138 200625 5 
£22.99

Print & Online Pack 
978 138 200620 0 
£29.99

978 138 200628 6
£9.99

Exam Success Guide 
978 138 200640 8
£16.99

Practical Workbook
978 1382 00643 9
£7.99
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Raise your students’ grades with Exam Success Guides, providing targeted revision activities and 
worked examples. Help grow your students’ confidence with Practical Workbooks, which include 
complete method, equipment, and safety for all required practicals or alternative to practicals.
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Pemberton Mathematics 

Engage students with an active  
learning approach
Ensure students master every topic with a logical teaching path for the latest 
syllabus (0580), from examiner and expert maths teacher Sue Pemberton. 

• Build understanding with step-by-step worked examples, explanations  
and practice

• Support EAL students with clear language and progression of content 

• Strengthen learning with additional content on the support site  
and dedicated IGCSE material on MyiMaths

To expand three brackets, you must first expand a pair of brackets to  
create a ‘new’ bracket and then you must expand the third bracket  
with your ‘new’ bracket. 
It does not matter which pair of brackets that you multiply first.  
(The examples in this section all start by multiplying the 2nd and  
3rd brackets first.)
Consider the expansion of (2x + 3)(x + 2)(x + 4):

  (2x + 3)(x + 2)(x + 4) expand the second and third brackets
= (2x + 3)(x2 + 4x + 2x + 8) simplify
= (2x + 3)(x2 + 6x + 8)  expand by multiplying each term in the new bracket  

first by 2x and then by 3
= 2x3 + 12x2 + 16x + 3x2 + 18x + 24 simplify
= 2x3 + 15x2 + 34x + 24

Alternatively, the expansions could be shown in table form:

x +4
x +x2 +4x

+2 +2x +8
x2 + 6x + 8  

x2 +6x +8
2x +2x3 +12x2 +16x
+3 +3x2 +18x +24

2x3 + 15x2 + 34x + 24

EX
A

M
PL

E Expand and simplify (2x − 5)(x + 1)(x − 2).

  (2x − 5)(x + 1)(x − 2) expand the second and third brackets
= (2x − 5)(x2 − 2x + x − 2) simplify
= (2x − 5)(x2 − x − 2) expand the first bracket with the new bracket
= 2x(x2 − x − 2) − 5(x2 − x − 2) 
= 2x3 − 2x2 − 4x − 5x2 + 5x + 10 simplify
= 2x3 − 7x2 + x + 10

Alternative method:

x −2
x +x2 −2x

+1 +x −2
x2 − x −2  

x2 −x −2
2x +2x3 −2x2 −4x
−5 −5x2 +5x +10

2x3 − 7x2 + x + 10

Expanding more than two brackets
THIS SECTION WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO
• Expand more than two brackets 
 • Sketch graphs of cubic functions

463Expanding more than two brackets
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EX
A

M
PL

E Expand and simplify (x + 4)3.

(x + 4)3 = (x + 4)(x + 4)(x + 4) expand the second and third brackets
 = (x + 4)(x2 + 4x + 4x + 16) simplify
 = (x + 4)(x2 + 8x + 16) expand the first bracket with the new bracket
 = x(x2 + 8x + 16) + 4(x2 + 8x + 16)
 = x3 + 8x2 + 16x + 4x2 + 32x + 64 simplify
 = x3 + 12x2 + 48x + 64

EXERCISE 10.11

1  Expand and simplify.
a x(x + 2)(x + 4)  b 2x(x + 1)(x − 5) c 3x2(2x − 5)(x − 2)
d 7x(2x − 1)(5 − 7x) e 3xy(x − 2)(y + 4) f 2xy2(1 − 3x)(2 − 5y)

2  Expand and simplify.
a (x + 2)(x + 1)(x + 5)   b (x + 4)(x + 3)(x + 2) 
c (2x + 1)(x + 2)(x + 1)   d (2x + 3)(3x + 2)(x + 5)

3  Expand and simplify.
a (x + 2)(x − 1)(x + 4)   b (x − 1)(x − 3)(x + 2) 
c (2x − 5)(x − 3)(x − 1)   d (5x + 1)(3x − 1)(x + 3)

4  Expand and simplify.
a (3 − x)(2x − 1)(1 − 3x)   b (x + 5)(1 − 2x)(3 − 2x)
c (x2 + 1)(4 − x)(3x + 2)   d (3 − x2)(2 − 5x)(2x + 1)

5  Expand and simplify.
a (x + 1)(x + 3)2  b (x − 2)(2x + 1)2 c (3x + 2)(x − 5)2

d (x + 2)3   e (x − 1)3   f (2x − 5)3

6  3x3 − 21x2 + 21x + 45 = a(x + 1)(x − 3)(x + b)
   Find the value of a and the value of b.

7  2x3 + 13x2 + 25x + 14 = (ax + b)(x + 2)(x + 1)
   Find the value of a and the value of b.

8  8x3 + 12x2 − 236x − 118 = a(x + b)(2x + 1)(x − 5) + 2
   Find the value of a and the value of b.

9  Expand and simplify.
a (x + 1)(x + 2)(x + 3)(x + 4)   b (x − 1)(x + 1)(x + 2)2

c (2x + 1)(x − 1)(x + 5)(x + 2)  d (1 − x)(2x − 1)(3x + 1)(2 − x)
e (x + 1)4     f (3 − 2x)4
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381Conditional probability

7. ε = {positive whole numbers from 1 to 20}. F, P and T are sets of  
positive whole numbers, such that F = {1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13},  
P = {2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19}, and T = {3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18}.
a) Illustrate these three sets in a Venn diagram.
b) Calculate
 i) p(F ∩ P) ii) p(F ∪ T) iii) p(P ∩ T’)
 iv) p(F’ ∪ P’) v) p(F ∪ T’)

10.6 Conditional probability

A conditional probability is the probability of an event, given that 
another event has occurred. The probability of event A, given 
that event B has already occurred, is called the probability of ‘A 
given B’ and is written p(A|B). There are many ways to calculate 
conditional probabilities, including tree diagrams, Venn diagrams, 
and just common sense combined with a basic knowledge of 
probability.

Sometimes it can be useful to use the formula | =
∩ Β

p
p

p
(A B)

(A )
(B)

Example
On one floor of a bookshop is a café. Some people go into  
the shop just to use the café, some just to buy a book, some  
to do both, and some do not do either. The Venn diagram  
shows what a group of 50 people did in the bookshop.
ε = {the group of 50 people}
B = {those who bought a book}
C = {those who used the café)
Work out 
a) p(B|C)         b) p(C|B) 

a) |p(B C) = =the number of people who buy a book and use the café
the number of people who use the café

12
20

b) |p(C B) = =the number of people who buy a book and use the café
the number of people who buy a book

12
37

ℰ
B C

5

25 12 8

Notice that p(B | C) 
and p(C | B) are not 
the same.
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382 Probability

Exercise 6
1. A regular pack of playing cards contains 26 red cards and 26 black cards.
 If you are asked to pick a card at random, what is the probability  

that you will choose a red card, given that one black card has already been removed from the 
pack and not replaced?

2. A bag of sweets contains 3 red sweets, 4 green sweets and 2 orange sweets. Harjit chooses a sweet 
at random and eats it. Satpal then chooses a sweet.
a) What is the probability that Satpal chooses a green sweet,  

given that
 i) Harjit’s sweet was orange
 ii) Harjit’s sweet was red?
b) What is the probability that they both chose green sweets?

3. A group of 50 people went to a restaurant for a meal. They each  
chose a main course and a dessert. Their choices are shown in  
the following table.

Cheesecake Ice-cream Total
Pizza 17  9 26
Chicken curry 10 14 24
Total 27 23 50

What is the probability that a randomly selected member of the  
group will have chosen
a) chicken curry
b) ice-cream
c) cheesecake, given that they chose pizza
d) chicken curry, given that they chose ice-cream
e) ice-cream, given that they chose chicken curry?

4. If Kebe is late for school, the probability that Lilian is late for  
school is 0.7. 

 If Kebe is not late for school, there is still a  
probability of 0.2 that Lilian will be late. 

 The probability that Kebe will be late for school is 0.2. 
 Here is a tree diagram illustrating this information.

0.2

0.7

0.2

?

?
late

late
Kebe Lilian

late

not late

not late

not late?
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Encourage top results with exam-focused guidance

A rational number is a number which can be expressed in the form p
qwhere p and q are whole numbers.

 ∙ All decimals which recur are rational. For example, 0.3·  = 0.333333… 

is rational since 0.3· = 1
3

.

 ∙ All decimals which terminate (i.e. which end) are rational. For 
example, 0.625 is a rational number since 0.625 can be written as
625

1000
5
8

= .

An irrational number is a number which cannot be expressed in the 
form 

p
q

 where p and q are integers. 

For example π, 2 and 73  are all irrational numbers.

 Recap

You need to be able to work 
out the Highest Common 
Factor (HCF) and the Lowest 
Common Multiple (LCM) of 
two numbers.

 Key skills

Exam tip
Write both numbers as the 
product of prime factors first.

Exam tip
22 is common to both 
numbers, but not 23. Likewise, 
3 is common to both 
numbers, but not 32.

2
1
4

 doesn’t look rational but 

it is since 2
1
4

9
4

3
2

= = .

 Watch out!

A real number is any rational or irrational number that can be 
represented on a number line.

 Recap

Chapter 1 3

Worked example

Find the highest common factor and lowest common multiple 
of 60 and 504.

[4 marks]

60 = 22 × 3 × 5

504 = 23 × 32 × 7

The highest common factor is the product of the prime factors 
common to both numbers

In this case, 22 and 3.

HCF = 22 × 3 = 12

The lowest common multiple is the product of the largest 
power of each prime that appears in either number.

In this case, 23, 32, 5 and 7.

LCM = 23 × 32 × 5 × 7 = 2520

1.1

–5 –4 –3

–3 π

–2 –1 0 1 2 3 4 5

√2
1
2
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Common factor 3 is a common factor of 9 and 12 since 3 is a factor 
of both 9 and 12.

Common multiple 30 is a common multiple of 6 and 15 since 30 is 
a multiple of both 6 and 15.

 Recap

Square numbers 

12 = 1, 22 = 4, 32 = 9, … so the numbers 1, 4, 9, … are square numbers.

1 = 1 × 1 4 = 2 × 2 9 = 3 × 3

Cube numbers

13 = 1, 23 = 8, 33 = 27, … so the numbers 1, 8, 27, … are cube numbers.

 Recap

Natural numbers are the numbers you use to count.  
So the natural numbers are 1, 2, 3, 4,…. 

Integers are “whole numbers”. They can be positive, or negative (with 
zero in between). So the integers are the numbers …−3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3…

Positive integers are the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,…

Negative integers are the numbers −1, −2, −3, −4,…

Prime numbers A prime number has only two (different) factors (i.e. 
1 and itself). So 1 is not a prime number. The prime numbers are 2, 3, 
5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19… (The number of primes is infinite).

 Recap

You need to be able to write 
any number as the product 
of prime factors.

 Key skills

Be able to identify and use
•	 natural numbers
•	 integers
•	 prime numbers
•	 square and cube numbers

•	 common factors and common 
multiples

•	 rational and irrational numbers
•	 real numbers
•	 reciprocals

You 
need to:

Exam tip
Use a factor tree to help you.

Exam tip
Give your answer using index 
notation rather than written 
out in full.

Section 1.7 covers index 
notation and the rules of 
indices

Make a list of
 ∙ the first 15 prime numbers
 ∙ the first 15 square numbers
 ∙ the first 8 cube numbers.

 Apply

Chapter 12

Number1.1

Worked example

Express 504 as the product of prime factors. 

[2 marks]

Divide 504 by the smallest possible prime number, in this case 2. 
Continue until you have only prime numbers in your tree.

Hence 504 = 23 × 32 × 7
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405Analysis of accounts

Interpreting financial performance 
Ratio analysis involves comparing information  
in the financial statements of a business to measure  
its performance 
If a business is to survive and grow it must make a profit and have enough 
cash to pay its bills. However, simply measuring how much profit a business 
makes each period and how much cash it has doesn’t tell us very much about 
its financial strength or performance. 

Most businesses aim to make a profit and calculate their profit as the 
difference between their revenues and costs each period using an income 
statement. However, some businesses are able to generate more profit from 
their resources than others. For example, compare the financial information 
on the two companies below.

Better Buy plc year to June
$m

profit 2

Capital employed 10

Cash 3

Liabilities falling due 4

Smart Buy plc year to June
$m

profit 2
Capital employed 4
Cash 1
Liabilities falling due 0.5

Both Better Buy plc and Smart Buy plc each made the same amount of profit 
last year. However, Better Buy plc is a much larger business organization than 
Smart Buy plc. 

The owners of Better Buy have invested $10 million of capital in their 
business. A profit of $2 million therefore represents a return of 20% on their 
investment. 

In contrast, the owner’s capital invested in Smart Buy is just $4 million. A 
profit of $2 million therefore provides its owners with a 50% return on their 
investment. Smart Buy is therefore a more profitable business because it 
generates more profit from each $1 invested in its capital than Better Buy. 

However, Better Buy held more cash than Smart Buy last year but it also had 
far bigger debts or liabilities to pay off than Smart Buy. In fact, Better Buy had 
a liquidity problem because it didn’t have enough cash or other assets it could 
convert to cash to pay off all its debts in need of settlement that year.

Simply looking at the amount of profit each business makes and how much 
cash it holds therefore tells us nothing about their profitability or liquidity. 
Analysing financial information from business accounts by comparing two or 
more figures, such as profit as a percentage of capital employed or the ratio of 
cash to current liabilities, provides a much better picture of business 
performance and is called ratio analysis.
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5.5 Analysis of accounts
5.5.1 Profitability
5.5.2 Liquidity
5.5.3 How to interpret the financial performance 

of a business

u	Ratio analysis can be used to monitor the performance of a business over 
time and to compare the performance of different businesses.

u	An accounting ratio or financial ratio involves comparing two figures in the 
financial statements of a business. A financial ratio is produced by dividing 
one figure by another and producing a value to measure performance.

u	Performance ratios measure how well a business is using its assets to 
generate profits.

• The gross profit margin measures how much gross profit a business has 
earned as a proportion of its total revenue from sales.

• The profit margin is a measure of how much profit a business has 
earned as a proportion of its total revenue from sales.

• The return on capital employed (ROCE) expresses the profit of a 
business as a percentage of its long-term capital employed in assets.

u	Liquidity ratios measure the ability of a business to pay its short-term debts –  
or current liabilities – from its holdings of cash and other current assets.

• A current ratio of less than one means a business has negative working 
capital and does not have enough current assets to meet its current or  
short-term liabilities.

• The acid test ratio measures whether or not a business is able to meet 
its short-term liabilities without having to sell off its inventories. 

Key POINTS

Business BUZZWORDS

Ratio analysis – using accounting 
ratios to measure, monitor and 
compare the financial performance  
of a business over time and with  
other businesses.

Performance ratios – measures of how 
well a business is using its assets to 
earn profits.

Gross profit margin – gross profit as a 
percentage of revenue.

Profit margin – profit before tax as a 
percentage of revenue.

Return on capital employed (ROCE) – 
profit expressed as a percentage of the 
capital employed in a business.

Liquidity ratios – or solvency ratios, 
measure the ability of a business to 
settle its current liabilities from its cash 
and other current assets.

Liquidity – a measure of the ability of 
a business to raise cash from its current 
assets to meet its immediate and short-
term debts.

Illiquid – term used to describe a 
business that has insufficient cash 
or other current assets it can convert 
quickly and easily to cash.

Current ratio – the value of current 
assets expressed as a ratio of the value 
of current liabilities.

Acid test ratio – current assets less 
inventories expressed as a ratio of 
current liabilities.
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Guide Pack  978 138 200990 4 .........£27.99
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Disadvantages of a TNC for the LEDC
➔ Most of the profits go abroad and are not reinvested 

in the LEDC.

➔ The numbers of local people employed can be small.

➔ The TNC might suddenly decide to leave the LEDC, 
if conditions inside or outside the country change. 
This decision is made outside the LEDC.

➔ Raw materials, such as minerals, are often exported 
and not processed in the LEDC.

➔ Levels of pay are lower than elsewhere in the 
world.

➔ The operations of the company may cause environ-
mental damage.

Impacts in MEDCs
➔ Areas involved in manufacturing industries have 

suffered when TNCs have moved production to 
places with cheaper labour, often in LEDCs. This 
has led to unemployment and the economic decline 
of some regions in an MEDC.

➔ TNCs have often located their headquarters in “world 
cities” from where global brands are managed. This 
has increased skilled employment in management, 
accountancy, legal services, marketing, and IT. 
E conomic growth has occurred in these cities.

CASE STUDY

Toyota – a leading motor vehicle 
manufacturer
Toyota worldwide
The Toyota Motor Corporation of Japan has around 40% of 
the Japanese motor vehicle market, but it manufactures and 
sells its vehicles in 170 countries. It is the world’s biggest 
car manufacturer (see Table 8.6) and the world’s fifth largest 
company by the value of its sales (see Table 8.5). It conducts 
its business with 51 overseas manufacturing companies in 
26 countries (see Fig. 8.14 and Table 8.7).

The country outside Japan in which most Toyota vehicles 
were assembled in 2016 was the USA, with a production 
of more than 1 380 000. China was the second largest 
overseas producer, with nearly 1 100 000. With more than 
600 000, Canada ranked third. By contrast, only 127 000 
vehicles were assembled in the whole of the continent of 
Africa.

Of the ten Toyota plants in China, three assemble vehicles 
while the other seven make engines and components to 
supply the assembly plants.

Canada UK

Pakistan

India

Bangladesh

Indonesia
Malaysia

Thailand

Turkey

Russia

China

Poland Kazakhstan
Czech
Republic

France

Portugal
USA

Mexico

Venezuela

South Africa

Kenya

Australia

Vietnam

Philippines

Brazil

Argentina

Fig. 8.14 Toyota operates all over the world. (Toyota’s factory locations in Japan itself are shown in Figs. 8.15 and 8.16, plus 
Tables 8.8 and 8.9.)
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8 Development

Transnational corporations (TNCs)
Transnational corporations are large companies that 
operate (as producers or sellers) in many countries or 
continents. They are willing to change the suppliers of 
their raw materials and components – and the locations 
of their activities – to wherever conditions for production 
or sales are most favourable. These companies control 
an increasing proportion of the global economy.

List the TNCs that operate in your local 
area. Remember that some of them could operate through 
petrol stations or supermarkets. Also remember that not all 
are involved in manufacturing. Companies like the travel 
company Tui (which owns Thomson Holidays and First Choice) 
and the accountancy and audit firm PriceWaterhouseCoopers 
are service industry TNCs. 

 RESEARCH

The world’s top ten companies (as measured by their 
sales) are shown in Table 8.5. They each have annual 
sales that are greater than the gross domestic product 
(GDP) of many entire countries.

TNCs have a strong influence on LEDCs, where they 
often locate activities like production. There has been 
some criticism of this, but the presence of TNCs in 
LEDCs can lead to both advantages and disadvantages 
for those countries.

Advantages of a TNC for the LEDC
➔ A TNC provides jobs for local people.

➔ It provides a guaranteed income for people.

Rank Name Industry Sales (million US$) Number of employees Location of headquarters

1 Walmart Retail 485 873 2 300 000 USA

2 State Grid Utilities 315 199 926 067 China

3 Sinopec Group Petroleum refining 267 518 713 288 China

4
China National 
Petroleum

Petroleum refining 262 573 1 512 048 China

5 Toyota Motor vehicles 254 694 364 445 Japan

6 Volkswagen Motor vehicles 240 264 626 715 Germany

7 Royal Dutch Shell Petroleum refining 240 033 89 000
Netherlands
UK

8 Berkshire Hathaway Insurance 223 604 367 700 USA

9 Apple
Computers and office 
equipment

215 639 116 000 USA

10 Exxon Mobil Petroleum refining 205 004 72 700 USA

Table 8.5 The world’s top ten companies, as measured by their sales, in 2016 

Fig. 8.13 The global brands of one TNC, Volkswagen

➔ It improves people’s skills.

➔ It brings in foreign currency, which helps the country 
to develop.

➔ The increased employment also increases the demand 
for consumer goods in the LEDC and helps other 
industries to develop there.

➔ It can lead to the development of local raw materials, 
such as mining minerals or growing crops.

➔ It often leads to the development of infrastructure 
projects, such as roads, dams, airports, schools, and 
hospitals.
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Chapter 4 85

◀ Fig. 4.12 A cartoon by Daniel 
Fitzpatrick of the St. Louis  
Post-Dispatch commenting on 
the purpose of the Marshall Aid 
programme, 20 July 1947

Why was Figure 4.12 published in 
1947? Use the source and your own 
knowledge to answer this question.

QUICK QUESTION 8

How can the role of the United States be defended?
Despite these arguments condemning the behaviour of the United States, there 
are still some arguments that support the actions taken by American leaders at 
this time.

▲ Fig. 4.11 Arguments in support of the US

Truman took
two years to develop a 
response to the Soviet 

policies in eastern 
Europe

How might
President Truman
defend America’s

conduct at the
start of the
Cold War?

The Truman
Doctrine was clearly a 

defensive reaction to the 
communist threat in 

south-east Europe

Countries in
western Europe

were free to decide on their 
choice of political and 

economic systems after 
the war

Stalin’s atttitude
to the London Poles

illustrated his desire to
break with the wartime

agreements

DISCUSSION

1. Why would Truman believe 
that the Soviet Union 
threatened peace in Europe 
after the Second World War?

2. Explain why the Soviet Union 
was more badly affected by 
the experiences of the Second 
World War than the United 
States.

3. Study sources 1–7 in this 
chapter. How far do they 
suggest that Stalin was 
mostly to blame for the start 
of the Cold War between 
1945 and 1949?
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Who was to blame for the Cold War?84

In what ways was the United States to blame?
Revisionist historians thus place the bulk of the blame for starting the Cold War on 
the United States. Two major lines of argument have emerged among historians 
who blame the United States for the breakdown in superpower relations.

• The United States ended its Lend-Lease arrangements with  
 the Soviet Union in 1945.
• Marshall Aid was not designed to prevent European   
 economies from collapsing; its true purpose was to   
 provide a market for US goods and to ensure the   
 preservation of a capitalist, free market system.
• The creation of Bizonia and later introduction of a new   
 currency into the western zones was a clear breach of   
 the Potsdam agreement, and was an attempt to impose   
 a capitalist system across the whole of Germany.

• Truman had been very aggressive in his dealings with   
 Molotov, the Soviet Foreign Minister, during meetings in  
 April 1945. 
• Truman believed the US atomic monopoly would allow it  
 to dictate terms at the Potsdam Conference.
• The Truman Doctrine and Marshall Aid were regarded by  
 the Soviet Union  as highly provocative and designed to  
 isolate the Soviet Union.

Argument 1: US policy
was influenced by
the need to create
global free markets
for US goods

Argument 2: US policy
was influenced
by important
personalities such as
President Truman

SO
U

R
CE

 1
3

Extract from the Novikov telegram, an interpretation of US foreign 
policy written by the Soviet Ambassador to the US, Nikolai Novikov, 
27 September 1946.

The foreign policy of the United States, which reflects the imperialist tendencies 
of American monopolistic capital, is characterized in the post-war period by a 
striving for world supremacy. This is the real meaning of the many statements 
by President Truman and other representatives of American ruling circles; that 
the United States has the right to lead the world. All the forces of American 
diplomacy—the army, the air force, the navy, industry, and science—are enlisted 
in the service of this foreign policy. For this purpose broad plans for expansion 
have been developed and are being implemented through diplomacy and 
the establishment of a system of naval and air bases stretching far beyond 
the boundaries of the United States, through the arms race, and through the 
creation of ever newer types of weapons.

SO
U

R
CE

 1
4

Malenkov, a senior Soviet 
politician, presents his view 
of the US containment 
policies, September 1947.

The ruling clique of American 
imperialists has taken the 
path of outright expansion, 
of enslaving the weakened 
capitalist states of Europe. It 
has taken the path of hatching 
new war plans against the 
Soviet Union and the new 
democracies. The clearest and 
most specific expression of 
the policy is provided by the 
Truman-Marshall plans.

When do you think the Cold War 
began? What would this suggest 
about the main cause, or culprit, 
behind the start of the Cold War?

QUICK QUESTION 7

DISCUSSION

How useful is Malenkov’s view 
as evidence of the US being 
blamed for the origins of the 
Cold War?

◀ Fig. 4.10 Arguments blaming the 
US for the breakdown in superpower 
relations
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Embed complex language skills for  
success in the latest syllabus
Complete support for the latest Cambridge syllabus (9093) with an  
accessible, skills-focused approach from Cambridge examiners  
Dr Julian Pattison and Duncan Williams.

• Prepare students for future study with thorough coverage of trickier topics, 
such as interpreting qualitative language data and comparative commentary

• Equip students for assessment with extensive exam guidance throughout, 
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7 Language change
This chapter will:

 → look at some attitudes to language change  
 → develop your understanding of how to deal with historical language data
 → explore some of the ways in which the English language has changed between 1500  

and the present day 
 → consider how changes in language reflect changes in society and culture, politics  

and technology
 → explore some of the consequences of language change in English. 

Language change

Language change and general knowledge
Most people have ideas about various ways in which they believe language might 
have changed or might still be changing.

Here is a series of typical statements and questions about Language Change 
from people with general knowledge of language:

Does texting 
damage people’s 
use of English?

I don’t like the way television broadcasters 
and politicians are using the word 
‘disinterested’ to mean the opposite of 
‘interested’. It’s wrong to do that: look in a 
dictionary and you can see that the opposite 
of ‘interested’ is ‘uninterested’. ‘Disinterested’ 
means something quite different.   

It’s bad English 
to use slang.

The language of business and 
finance is everywhere these 
days. Corporate-speak is 
changing the way we think.

Allowing American 
spellings and vocabulary 
is wrecking the English 
language. 

Young people are less 
accurate in the way 
they use grammar than 
older people.

Official letters – like the ones you get 
from the Tax Inspectors – are friendlier 
in tone these days. And nurses and 
doctors use fewer technical words than 
they used to: they explain things in 
more patient-friendly language.

Do I need to use ‘her/she’ as 
well as ‘his/he’ when I write this 
sentence: ‘The Prime Minister 
shouldn’t just pick his closest 
friends when he chooses who 
is to be Home Secretary or 
Foreign Secretary’?

You’re now going to approach each one of these statements and questions 
with the benefit of your linguistic knowledge.  

Make a four-column list in which you:

 ■ identify the underlying linguistic issue or concept – e.g. ‘correctness’ or 
levels of formality – which may not occur to someone not studying  
A Level English Language 

 ■ consider whether there’s any evidence to support the statement, or to 
explain why someone might ask the question 

 ■ explore whether there’s any misunderstanding going on because general 
knowledge isn’t precise enough to deal with a linguistic issue

 ■ consider what other factors (societal, political, cultural) might be 
influencing language choice and thus language change.

You can copy and complete the columns provided below; or you might 
prefer to devise your own columns, based on the Chapter objectives.

3 4

Number(s) and 
issue(s)

Evidence? Evidence? 
View limited by 
lack of linguistic 
knowledge?

Changes in Culture 
and Society?

7: formality 
and tone in 
‘official’ or expert 
communication

Society becoming 
more open and 
egalitarian?

1, 3 and 6: 
differences 
according to age 
and generation

Are there any 
research studies 
on how texting 
affects other 
aspects of 
language use?

6: Comment is 
about ‘grammar’ 
– but the general 
public often 
use the term 
‘grammar’ when 
what they really 
mean to criticise 
is the accuracy 
of spelling or 
punctuation 
in written 
communication

8: ‘gendered’ 
language

‘Political 
Correctness’ → 
concern not to 
offend or exclude 
groups

Did you manage to complete the table? 

You should now make a list of any linguistic issues and/or concepts which 
emerged from your thinking there. 

You will have noticed a number of situations in which the general/everyday 
view of language is limited or mistaken when compared to the view of 
someone with precise linguistic knowledge. 

These are situations in which you can now offer a more informed view – 
being able to refer, for example, to the debate between Prescriptivists and 
Descriptivists in discussing notions of Bad English and Good English.  

If you’ve never come across these distinctions and this terminology before, 
now is a good time to start your independent research.

Reflecting on language change and general knowledge

Activity 7.1

This links back to semantics (the 
study of meaning) – Activity 6.2 
in the previous chapter.

Link

Think back to the Tip about 
terminology after Activity 6.1 
in the last chapter. It’s always 
helpful if you can use more 
precise terms to describe 
language use – e.g. you can make 
a distinction between more 
formal or more informal language 
rather than using everyday terms 
like ‘friendly’. 

But don’t make the mistake of 
thinking that just using a more 
technical-linguistic term is all 
you have to do. You need to go 
on and use that more precise 
term to help you develop a more 
detailed analysis. 

Exam tip

Complete English Language (Second Edition)

Student Book 978 019 844576 0 ........ £34.99

Online Student Book 978 019 844581 4 ........ £34.99

Print & Online Pack 978 019 844579 1 ........ £45.99

Exam Success Guide 978 019 844584 5 ........ £18.99

Print Student Book & Exam Success Guide Pack  978 138 200973 7 ........ £36.99
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Oxford excellence for Cambridge AS & A Level

Exam Success Guide
Bring clarity and focus to exam preparation, with detailed, practical  
guidance and exam strategies in the Exam Success Guide. Equip students 
to raise their grades with worked examples, sample responses and  
examiner commentary.

• The Exam Success Guide is now available in a great-value print  
pack with the Student Book
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Commerce

Build confidence for exams  
and for future study
Support students through the Economics, Business and Accounting syllabuses 
with comprehensive resources from an expert author term, including Cambridge 
examiners Terry Cook, David Austen and Stefan Wytwyckyj.

• Strengthen students’ subject knowledge and build confidence for future study

• Lay solid foundations with current and international case studies,  
linking theory to real life
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Student Books Enhanced Online 
Student Books

Print &  
Online Packs

978 019 839974 2
£33.99

978 019 837929 4
£33.99

978 019 841783 5 
£44.99

Exam Success Guide 
978 019 841271 7 
£18.99

Print Student Book & Exam 
Success Guide Pack 
978 138 200976 8
£35.99

 

978 019 839977 3 
£34.99

978 019 837942 3
£34.99

978 019 841784 2 
£46.99

Exam Success Guide 
978 019 841279 3 
£18.99

Print Student Book & Exam 
Success Guide Pack  
978 138 200975 1
£36.99

978 019 839971 1
£36.99

978 019 837991 1 
£36.99

978 019 841785 9
£48.99

Exam Success Guide 
978 019 841275 5 
£18.99

Print Student Book & Exam 
Success Guide Pack 
978 138 200977 5 
£37.99

Equip students to earn their highest grades with the Exam Success Guides, filled  
with practice material, sample questions and examiner expectations. Now available  
in great-value print packs with the Student Books.
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New editions coming in spring/summer 2021.  
See www.oxfordsecondary.com/cambridge-alevelcommerce for more details.
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Psychology for Cambridge International AS & A Level Student Book (Second Edition) 

Psychology

Embed advanced research and 
assessment skills
Help your students enhance their critical and analytical thinking skills  
with coverage of the syllabus, from examiner Craig Roberts.

• Refine research skills and lay foundations for future studies with  
coverage of key concepts

• Strengthen students’ learning with interactive activities and exam-style  
practice on the support site

• Build exam confidence with concise summaries, and clarify complex 
concepts through visual aids in the Revision Guide. Now available  
in a great-value print pack with the Student Book

Psychology (Second Edition)

Student Book 978 019 839968 1 .................. £42.99

Online Student Book 978 019 836677 5 .................. £42.99

Revision Guide 978 019 836679 9 .................. £20.99

Print Student Book & Revision Guide Pack  978 138 200974 4 .................. £43.99

Find out more: www.oxfordsecondary.com/cambridge-alevelpsychology 31



Global Perspectives
Build advanced critical thinking  
and research skills
Complete support for the latest Cambridge AS & A Level Global  
Perspectives & Research syllabus, from examiner Jo Lally.

• Ensure students can analyse and evaluate different perspectives with 
guidance on identifying and understanding different ways of thinking

• Strengthen students’ independent research skills with stimulus  
material and plenty of research guidance

Geography
Develop key geographical skills  
and strengthen exam performance
Complete support for the latest Cambridge syllabus, including plenty  
of mapwork skills practice to assist with the step up from IGCSE.

• Support higher education progression with a focus on applying skills  
in context and integration of key concepts

• Enhance learning with additional content on the support site
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Geography

Student Book 978 019 839965 0 ........................................................................................... £39.99

Online Student Book 978 019 836706 2 ........................................................................................... £39.99

Print & Online Pack 978 019 842325 6 ........................................................................................... £52.99

Revision Guide 978 019 830703 7 ........................................................................................... £19.99

Global Perspectives & Research

Student Book 978 019 837674 3 ........................................................................................... £34.99

Online Student Book 978 019 837675 0 ........................................................................................... £34.99

Print & Online Pack 978 019 837676 7 ........................................................................................... £45.99

Teacher Guide 978 019 837677 4 ........................................................................................... £63.99
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Teacher Guide

• Save time with lesson ideas, teacher notes and activity guidance in  
the Teacher Guide

Revision Guide

• Strengthen assessment achievement with consolidation of key concepts  
and plenty of exam-style practice in the Revision Guide



Oxford International Primary Science Student Book 1

Oxford International Primary Science (Second Edition) 
Stage 1 (age 5–6)

Student Book 978 138 200654 5 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201732 9 ........£44.99

Workbook 978 138 200660 6  .........£7.99

Stage 2 (age 6–7)

Student Book 978 138 200655 2 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201733 6 ........£44.99

Workbook 978 138 200661 3 ..........£7.99

 
Stage 3 (age 7–8)

Student Book 978 138 200656 9 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201734 3 ........£44.99

Workbook 978 138 200662 0  .........£7.99

Stage 4 (age 8–9)

Student Book 978 138 200657 6  .......£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201735 0 ........£44.99

Workbook 978 138 200663 7 ..........£7.99

 
Stage 5 (age 9–10)

Student Book 978 138 200658 3 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201736 7 ........£44.99

Workbook 978 138 200664 4 ..........£7.99

Stage 6 (age 10–11)

Student Book 978 138 200659 0 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201737 4 ........£44.99

Workbook 978 138 200665 1 ..........£7.99

Oxford International  
Primary Science

Unlock your students’ potential to think  
like scientists
Inspire curiosity through engaging investigations and experiments with  
these accessible yet aspirational resources.

• Enquiry-based activities promote active learning and participation  
from every student

• Language support helps EAL students develop fluency in scientific vocabulary

• New downloadable assessment resources and interactive eBooks  
make front-of-class or online teaching simple S
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Oxford International  
Primary Maths

Unlock your students’ potential  
as mathematicians
Encourage your students to explore maths through accessible yet  
aspirational resources.

•     Problem-solving approach encourages students to actively explore  
new mathematical concepts 

•     Deeper learning is promoted through using manipulatives as well  
as pictorial and abstract representations 

•     Language support helps EAL students develop fluency in  
mathematical vocabulary 

•     New downloadable assessment resources and interactive eBooks  
make front-of-class or online teaching simple
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Oxford International Primary Maths (Second Edition) 
Stage 1 (age 5–6)

Student Book 978 138 200666 8 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201726 8 ........£44.99

Practice Book 978 138 200672 9 ..........£7.99

Stage 2 (age 6–7)

Student Book 978 138 200667 5 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201727 5 ........£44.99

Practice Book 978 138 200673 6 ..........£7.99

 
Stage 3 (age 7–8)

Student Book 978 138 200668 2 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201728 2 ........£44.99

Practice Book 978 138 200674 3 ..........£7.99

Stage 4 (age 8–9)

Student Book 978 138 200669 9 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201729 9 ........£44.99

Practice Book 978 138 200675 0 ..........£7.99

 
Stage 5 (age 9–10)

Student Book 978 138 200670 5 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201730 5 ........£44.99

Practice Book 978 138 200676 7 ..........£7.99

Stage 6 (age 10–11)

Student Book 978 138 200671 2 ........£14.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 138 201731 2 ........£44.99

Practice Book 978 138 200677 4 ..........£7.99
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Primary MyiMaths is a digital maths resource 
for use in the classroom and at home, with 
dedicated support for Cambridge Primary. 

•    Easily demonstrate concepts with hundreds  
of interactive, ready-made lessons

• Build fluency through fun maths games

•  Save time and track progress with auto 
marking and assessment tools

•  Great value from £339 per year for a  
whole-school subscription

Sign up for your  
FREE trial at  
www.myimaths.com
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Oxford Levels Placement  
and Progress Kit
Support ongoing progress in  
reading comprehension
Easily match your students to the most suitable Oxford level to ensure they are 
reading at the right level to best support their progress, as well as helping you  
to track progress using ongoing formative assessment.

•  Ensure children master reading comprehension skills with carefully  
levelled activities

•  Share children’s achievements with their parents by using the  
Workbooks as a record of progress

•  Target and support specific skills in your teaching using the Teacher’s Guide

•  Use the Progress Workbooks alongside your favourite Biff, Chip and  
Kipper stories 

Oxford English for  
Cambridge Primary

Inspire your English learners

• Clear learning objectives ensure development of core skills and extensive 
coverage of the (0844) Cambridge Primary English curriculum framework

•    Motivate students and build their confidence with thematic units that 
feature texts from all around the world

• Enable effective revision practice for the 0844 Cambridge Primary 
Checkpoint test with the Test Practice Book

Oxford English for Cambridge Primary

Stage 1 (age 5–6) 

Student Book 978 019 836625 6 .......£15.99

Workbook 978 019 836629 4 .........£9.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 019 836636 2 .......£54.99

Stage 2 (age 6–7) 

Student Book 978 019 836626 3 .......£15.99

Workbook 978 019 836630 0 .........£9.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 019 836637 9 .......£54.99

Stage 3 (age 7–8)

Student Book 978 019 836627 0 .......£15.99

Workbook 978 019 836631 7 .........£9.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 019 836638 6 .......£54.99

Stage 4 (age 8–9)

Student Book 978 019 836628 7 .......£15.99

Workbook 978 019 836632 4 .........£9.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 019 836639 3 .......£54.99

Stage 5 (age 9–10)

Student Book 978 019 836642 3 .......£15.99

Workbook 978 019 836633 1 .........£9.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 019 836640 9 .......£54.99

Stage 6 (age 10–11)

Student Book 978 019 836643 0 .......£15.99

Workbook  978 019 836634 8 .........£9.99

Teacher’s Guide 978 019 836641 6 .......£54.99

Primary Checkpoint  
Test Book 978 019 836635 5 .......£13.99

Oxford Levels Placement and Progress Kit

Progress Workbook 1+ 978 019 844510 4 .........£6.50

Progress Workbook 2 978 019 844513 5 .........£6.50

Progress Workbook 3 978 019 844516 6 .........£6.50

Progress Workbook 4 978 019 844519 7 .........£6.50

Progress Workbook 5 978 019 844522 7 .........£6.50

Progress Workbook 6 978 019 844525 8 .........£6.50

Progress Workbook 7 978 019 844528 9 .........£6.50

Progress Workbook 8 978 019 844531 9 .........£6.50

Progress Workbook 9 978 019 844534 0 .........£6.50

Teacher’s Guide 978 019 844507 4 .......£46.99

Class Packs of 12 also available for each Progress Workbooks
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Oxford International 
Primary Computing

Teach vital computing skills  
for today’s digital world

Equip your students with the skills they need to safely and 
confidently apply their knowledge to real-life situations.

•   More project-based work better promotes active learning and 
enquiry, encouraging every student to participate in lessons 

•  The new spiral approach to learning revisits key concepts to 
build students’ digital literacy skills

•  New in-built, three-level differentiation allows teachers  
to cater to the needs of every student

Oxford International Primary Computing Student Book 4

Oxford International Primary Computing (Second Edition)

Student Book 1 978 019 849779 0 .................................. £15.99

Student Book 2 978 019 849780 6 .................................. £15.99

Student Book 3 978 019 849781 3 .................................. £17.99

Student Book 4 978 019 849782 0 .................................. £17.99

Student Book 5 978 019 849783 7 .................................. £19.99

Student Book 6 978 019 849784 4 .................................. £19.99

Teacher’s Guide Levels 1–3 978 138 200745 0 .................................. £39.99

Teacher’s Guide Levels 4–6 978 138 200746 7 .................................. £39.99
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We’re here to 
help you make a 
difference...

Aspire
We’re here to help you be the best you can be and ensure every  
student reaches their full potential with complete syllabus support  
and carefully crafted professional development.

Succeed
We work with experienced teachers, respected subject experts  
and examiners to bring our academic standards to your classroom.  
You can trust Oxford resources to secure the best results.

Progress
We build foundations for future success by encouraging students  
to think independently from an early age. Our Cambridge elements 
work together seamlessly and fit in with how you want to teach.

Oxford Impact
Making it easy for you to select 
the resources that make the 
greatest impact

Oxford Impact Framework is a systematic 
approach to evaluating the impact of our 
products and services. It was developed through 
a unique collaboration with the National 
Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) 
and is supported by the Oxford University 
Department of Education.

www.oup.com/oxfordimpact
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Get support from your local Educational Consultant:

www.oxfordsecondary.com/contact-us 

Place an order:

Call: +44(0)1536 452620 

Email: schools.orders.uk@oup.com

Find out more:

Web: www.oxfordsecondary.com/cambridge

 @OxfordEducationGlobal

 www.youtube.com/OxfordEducation
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